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Chairperson’s Annual Letter to the Membership

An ancient Chinese proverb states, “May you live in interesting times.”  We have certainly been blessed according

to this wisdom.  The last couple of years have been interesting and full of many challenges, for all of you individually, in

your relations, and for our efforts to continue Chapel’s mission to bring its Philosophy into people’s lives.  Let me first say

“thank you” to all who are members, staff, and volunteers, for your support, dedication, and interest in the reason for

the Chapel’s origin.

Let me thank the Clergy/Staff for providing so much support and inspiration to our visitors and membership with

classes, Sunday Services, and individual help.  Your countless donated hours are founded in Love and so appreciated.

These efforts have allowed the Chapel to move forward through this difficult time.  It also allowed our staff to learn and

adapt to a different learning environment, though not ideal, still provided  opportunities for growth.

I also want to thank the Board members for their dedicated efforts this year.  We are finishing the year with a

strong financial footing.  The Board examined and made decisions on a wide range of issues, including improving the

physical structure of our building, ensuring the health and safety of staff and membership, and adjusting our way of

supporting those who have found their way to Chapel.

A huge Thanks to so many who have made generous donations to the Chapel this year.  So many Chapel building

improvements have been financed by the member-donor gifts of Love.  We thank you for your support and generosity.

Your gifts keep the Chapel, and the goals of Gene and Tau Sing at the forefront.  Again, thanks for your gifts.

Finally, thanks to all Chapel students and members for your positive support for the Chapel this year.  You

support the Chapel mission, and the Chapel exists to support your development and progression along the path to

perfection.

Chapel has a bright future ahead, and from my history as a student going back to 1973, the past points the way

into the future.  The basic truths and practices of the Chapel, starting with mastering stillness, are the basis for

encouraging personal advancement and responsibility for one’s advancement toward individual, personal, perfection.

Each of us is responsible for our own growth and development.  As Buddha said, be a lamp and refuge unto yourself, look

for no other refuge.  You can look to others for help, but you are the bottom line.  Embrace that responsibility that is the

gift the Infinite has granted you.  Chapel’s mission is to support each of you, in your quest, as you navigate as the captain

of your ship.  Find balance.  My blessings and thanks for your highest,    Rev. Bob Sisler


